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A Cold Trail
Hannah's life is pretty close to perfect: she has a
great job, she's married to Mark, and she enjoys her
child-free existence. The only sadness in her life is a
fall-out with her sister Diane, who hasn't spoken to
her in over ten years. But now Diane is on her
doorstep - and this time, she's got her teenage
daughter Mia in tow. When Diane asks if Mia can stay
with Hannah and Mark for a few days, Hannah is glad
of the chance to get to know her niece, but as the
days turn into weeks and Diane doesn't return,
Hannah begins to worry. Diane is carrying a
devastating secret that will destroy Hannah's carefully
constructed life. But how much is she willing to reveal
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- and when will she pick her moment?

The 7th Canon
The murder/suicide of a prominent Scottish politician
and his family brings Edinburgh-based Detective
Inspector Tony McLean out to the countryside to
investigate. The powers that be want a quick report
and then to have the whole thing buried, but McLean
believes there's more to the case than meets the eye.
The more lies he uncovers, the more McLean comes
to realize there is a connection between the
influential politician and another case he's
working—the body of a man, stark naked and covered
from head to toe in fresh tattoos, found in a river to
the south of Edinburgh. But investigating the link
between the two could have detrimental implications
for his career, not to mention his life. As McLean faces
the pressure to wrap up the case, he comes face to
face with an ancient evil that will put everyone he
cares about at risk in Dead Men's Bones, the fourth
installment of James Oswald's internationally
bestselling series.

The Cyanide Canary
I'm an ex-Navy SEAL. A wounded warrior with a hardass exterior and a checkered past to match. All I care
about is my outdoor survival business-teaching others
the skills they need to survive in the face of
danger.But fate has a wicked sense of humor.From
out of nowhere this brunette-beauty with the easy
smile and doe-eyes walks into my lifeand it's not the
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first time.Summer doesn't remember me. But she's
the one I can't forget. I know that she's in danger, and
I'll gladly give in to every protective instinct I have
when it comes to keeping her safe.There's a reason
fate sent her my way for a second time.Only, this
timeI won't fail her. Not again.

The Wicked Sister
New York Times bestselling author Robert Dugoni's
thrilling series continues as Seattle homicide
detective Tracy Crosswhite is plunged into a case of
family secrets and murder Called in to consult after a
young woman disappears, Tracy Crosswhite has the
uneasy feeling that this is no ordinary missingpersons case. When the body turns up in an
abandoned well, Tracy's suspicions are confirmed.
Estranged from her family, the victim had balked at
an arranged marriage and had planned to attend
graduate school. But someone cut her dreams short.
Solving the mystery behind the murder isn't Tracy's
only challenge. The detective is keeping a secret of
her own: she's pregnant. And now her biggest fear
seems to be coming true when a new detective
arrives to replace her. Meanwhile, Tracy's colleague
Vic Fazzio is about to take a fall after his investigation
into the murder of a local community activist turns
violent and leaves an invaluable witness dead. Two
careers are on the line. And when more deadly
secrets emerge, jobs might not be the only things at
risk.

In the Clearing
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My Sister's Grave
Three sisters' secrets collide in a shocking novel of
suspense by the Wall Street Journal and Amazon
Charts bestselling author of the Mercy Kilpatrick
series. Twenty years ago Emily Mills's father was
murdered, and she found his body hanging in the
backyard. Her younger sister, Madison, claims she
was asleep in her room. Her older sister, Tara, claims
she was out with friends. The tragedy drove their
mother to suicide and Tara to leave town forever. The
killer was caught. The case closed. Ever since, Emily
and Madison have tried to forget what happened that
night--until an eerily similar murder brings it all back.
It also brings FBI special agent Zander Wells to the
Oregon logging town. As eager as he is to solve the
brutal double slaying, he is just as intrigued with the
mystery of Emily's and her sisters' past. When more
blood is shed, Zander suspects there's a secret buried
in this town no one wants unearthed. Is it something
Emily and Madison don't know? Or aren't telling? And
Tara? Maybe Emily can't bear to find her. Because
when Tara disappeared, she took a secret of her own
with her.

The Mermaid's Sister
When a woman's body is discovered submerged in a
crab pot in the chilly waters of Puget Sound, Detective
Tracy Crosswhite finds herself with a tough case to
untangle. Before they can identify the killer, Tracy
and her colleagues on the Seattle PD's Violent Crimes
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Section must figure out who the victim is. Her
autopsy, however, reveals she may have gone to
great lengths to conceal her identity. So who was she
running from?

A Merciful Death
It's a truth universally acknowledged that a single
woman in possession of a good job, four bossy sisters
and a needy cat must also have want of her one true
love. Or is it? Another delightful novel from the author
of THE LITTLE BOOKSHOP OF LONELY HEARTS. Perfect
for fans of Lucy Diamond and Jenny Colgan

Dead Men's Bones
WHEN THE VILLAGE OF FARTHERING ST. JOHN IS
Stunned BY A SERIES OF MURDERS, DREW
FARTHERING IS DRAWN again INTO THE SLEUTHING
GAME. Drew Farthering wanted nothing more than to
end the summer of 1932 with the announcement of
his engagement. Instead, he finds himself caught up
in another mysterious case when the family solicitor is
found murdered, an antique hatpin with a cryptic
message, Advice to Jack, piercing his chest. Evidence
of secret meetings and a young girl's tearful
confession point to the victim's double life, but what
does the solicitor's murder have to do with the
murder of a physician on the local golf course?
Nothing, it would seem--except for another puzzling
note, affixed with a similar-looking bloodied hatpin.
Soon the police make an arrest in connection with the
murders, but Drew isn't at all certain they have the
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right suspect in custody. And why does his
investigation seem to be drawing him closer and
closer to home? PRAISE for RULES OF MURDER
"Readers will want to carve out uninterrupted time to
read this mystery in one sitting. Red herrings at every
turn will have them guessing and flipping pages until
the shocking end." --Chandra McNeil, RT Book
Reviews

The Last Agent
The President’s teenaged son is threatened by a
potentially fatal illness that is rooted in dark secrets
from a long-buried past. President Geoffrey Hilliard
and his family live in the ever-present glare of the
political limelight, with relentless scrutiny of their
daily lives. The White House is not an easy place to
grow up, so when the President’s son Cam, a sixteenyear-old chess champion, experiences extreme
fatigue, moodiness, and an uncharacteristic violent
outburst, doctors are quick to dismiss his troubles as
teen angst. But Secret Service agent Karen Ray,
whose job is to guard the president's family with her
life, is convinced Cam’s issues are serious – serious
enough to summon her physician ex-husband for a
second opinion. Dr. Lee Blackwood’s concerns are
dismissed by the president's team – until Cam gets
sicker. Lee must make a diagnosis from a puzzling
array of symptoms he's never seen before. His only
clue is a patient named Susie Banks, a young musical
prodigy who seems to be suffering from the same
baffling condition as Cam. Hospitalized after an
attempt on her life by a determined killer, Susie’s
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jeopardy escalates as Cam’s condition takes on a
terrifying new dimension. Is someone trying to
murder the President’s son? As Lee and Karen race for
a cure to Cam’s mysterious and deadly disease, they
begin to uncover betrayals that breach the highest
levels of national security. Returning to the same
Washington, DC setting of The First Patient, which
former President Bill Clinton said “captured the
intense atmosphere of the White House,” The First
Family is a riveting new medical drama from
acclaimed novelist Daniel Palmer, in the tradition of
his late father, New York Times bestselling novelist
Michael Palmer. Praise for The First Family: "Terrifying
and all too plausible—Daniel Palmer continues his
father's tradition of delivering authentic and highvelocity medical suspense. The combination of
medical chills and high-level Washington make The
First Family irresistible.” —Joseph Finder, New York
Times bestselling author of Paranoia and The Switch
"Palmer's The First Family gives you likable characters
to root for, a top-notch villain, and enough excitement
to make your hair curl. Have fun with this thriller."
—Catherine Coulter, author of The Devil's Triangle
“Double the trouble, twice the action, and quadruple
the enjoyment, this is a high-octane game changer.”
—Steve Berry, New York Times bestselling author of
The Bishop's Pawn and The Lost Order “High-stakes
and intelligent, The First Family is everything you
want in a medical thriller. Chilling!” —Robert Dugoni
#1 Amazon, Wall Street Journal and New York Times
bestselling author of My Sisters Grave "The First
Family is adrenaline-fueled entertainment that twists,
turns, surprises and satisfies!” -John Lescroart, New
York Times bestselling author "A Palmer novel
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transports you into the complex world of medicallegal-social ethics. The First Family doesn't
disappoint, wrestling with the murky questions of
what we can do versus what we should do. Gripping.”
—Kathy Reichs, New York Times bestselling author
and creator of Bones

Murder One
A riveting new legal thriller from the bestselling
author of "My Sister s Grave." In San Francisco s
seamy Tenderloin district, a teenage street hustler
has been murdered in a shelter for boys. And the
dedicated priest who runs the struggling home stands
accused. But despite damning evidence that he s a
killer and worse Father Thomas Martin stands by his
innocence. And attorney Peter Donley stands with
him. For three years Donley has cut his legal teeth in
his uncle s tiny, no-frills firm, where people come
before profits. Just as Donley is poised to move on to
a lucrative dream job, the shocking case lands in his
lap, and he must put his future on hold while putting
his courtroom skills to the test. But a ruthless DA
seeking headlines and a brutal homicide cop bent on
vengeance have their own agendas. Now, as he
unearths the dirty secrets surrounding the case,
Donley must risk his neck to save his client s life and
expose the face of true evil."

Alex
Seattle PD sex-crimes detective and former humantrafficking victim Livia Lone must relive the horrors of
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the past when she gets a fresh lead as to the
whereabouts of her little sister, Nason.

The Girl on the Bridge
Edgar Award finalist and international bestselling
author Brian Freeman brings the long-awaited return
of Lieutenant Jonathan Stride to the bitter cold of
Duluth, Minnesota. Sixteen-year-old Catalina Mateo
shows up unannounced one night in Detective
Jonathan Stride's home, dripping wet from a
desperate plunge into the icy waters of Lake Superior.
Her sodden clothes stained with blood, Cat spins a
tale of a narrow escape from a shadowy pursuer.
Stride decides to trust this girl, but his judgment may
be clouded by memories of Cat's mother. Ten years
earlier, Cat hid under the porch of her family home
while her mother was brutally butchered by her excon father. Stride still blames himself for not
preventing the slaughter. But is Cat telling the truth?
Stride's police partner, Maggie Bei, doubts the
homeless girl, who has been living rough on the
streets of Duluth since her mother's death--and now
sleeps with a knife hidden under her pillow. As Stride
investigates Cat's story, more violence trails in the
teenager's wake--and Maggie's suspicions about her
deepen. Now a single question haunts the void
between them: Should Stride be afraid for--or of--this
terribly damaged girl?

My Sister's Lies
Betrayed by his own country and tried for treason,
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former spy Charles Jenkins survived an undercover
Russian operation gone wrong. Exonerated, bitter,
and safe, the retired family man is through with
duplicitous spy games. Then he learns of a woman
isolated in Moscow's notorious Lefortovo Prison.

Close to Home
A pulse-pounding thriller of espionage, spy games,
and treachery by the New York Times bestselling
author of the Tracy Crosswhite Series. Former CIA
case officer Charles Jenkins is a man at a crossroads:
in his early sixties, he has a family, a new baby on the
way, and a security consulting business on the brink
of bankruptcy. Then his former bureau chief shows up
at his house with a risky new assignment: travel
undercover to Moscow and locate a Russian agent
believed to be killing members of a clandestine US
spy cell known as the seven sisters. Desperate for
money, Jenkins agrees to the mission and heads to
the Russian capital. But when he finds the
mastermind agent behind the assassinations--the socalled eighth sister--she is not who or what he was led
to believe. Then again, neither is anyone else in this
deadly game of cat and mouse. Pursued by a dogged
Russian intelligence officer, Jenkins executes a daring
escape across the Black Sea, only to find himself
abandoned by the agency he serves. With his family
and freedom at risk, Jenkins is in the fight of his
life--against his own country.

Wrongful Death
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Dead Pile (Maggie #3)
A homicide detective hunts down his wife's killers
while struggling between his thirst for revenge and a
twinge of conscience forbidding him to take the law
into his own hands. Homicide Detective Max Rupert
never fully accepted his wife’s death, even when he
believed that a reckless hit-and-run driver was to
blame. Haunted by memories both beautiful and
painful, he is plagued by feelings of unfinished
business. When Max learns that, in fact, Jenni was
murdered, he must come to terms with this new
information—and determine what to do with it.
Struggling to balance his impulses as a vengeful
husband with his obligations as a law enforcement
officer, Max devotes himself to relentlessly hunting
down those responsible. For most of his life, he has
thought of himself as a decent man. But now he’s so
consumed with anguish and thoughts of retribution
that he finds himself on the edge, questioning who he
is and what he stands for. On a frozen lake at the
US–Canadian border, he wrestles with decisions that
could change his life forever, as his rage threatens to
turn him into the kind of person he has spent his
entire career bringing to justice.

Still Mine
"Homicide detective Tracy Crosswhite has returned to
the police force after the sensational retrial of her
sister's killer. Still scarred from that ordeal, Tracy is
pulled into the investigation of a serial killer known as
the Cowboy who is killing young women in cheap
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motels in North Seattle and could be targeting her
personally"--

The Conviction
"A former police academy classmate and protaegae
asks Tracy to help solve a cold case that involves the
suspicious suicide of a Native American high school
girl forty years earlier. But as Tracy probes one small
town's memory and finds dark, well-concealed secrets
hidden within the community's fabric, her own life
may be endangered"--

The Cold Nowhere
After hitting what she believes to be a deer with her
car after a holiday party, creative writing professor
Nan Lewis becomes the prime suspect in a hit-and-run
with eerie similarities to the accident that killed her
daughter years ago. Now Nan must find her
daughter's killer if she hopes to clear her own name
before her damaged reputation is shattered beyond
repair.

The Last Sister
From #1 Wall Street Journal and New York Times
bestselling author Robert Dugoni. Sam Hill always saw
the world through different eyes. Born with red pupils,
he was called "Devil Boy" by his classmates; "God's
will" is what his mother called his ocular albinism. Her
words were of little comfort, but Sam persevered,
buoyed by his mother's devout faith, his father's
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practical wisdom, and his two other misfit friends.
Sam believed it was God who sent Ernie Cantwell, the
only African American kid in his class, to be the friend
he so desperately needed. And that it was God's idea
for Mickie Kennedy to storm into Our Lady of Mercy
like a tornado, uprooting every rule Sam had been
taught about boys and girls. Forty years later, Sam, a
small-town eye doctor, is no longer certain anything
was by design--especially not the tragedy that caused
him to turn his back on his friends, his hometown, and
the life he'd always known. Running from the pain,
eyes closed, served little purpose. Now, as he looks
back on his life, Sam embarks on a journey that will
take him halfway around the world. This time, his
eyes are wide open--bringing into clear view what
changed him, defined him, and made him so afraid,
until he can finally see what truly matters.

The Deep Dark Descending
"While investigating the hit-and-run death of a young
boy, Seattle homicide detective Tracy Crosswhite is
thrown headlong into the path of a killer conspiracy
and the only people she can rely on to make it out
alive might be those she can no longer trust"--

Death by the Book (A Drew Farthering
Mystery Book #2)
This captivating digital original story set in the world
of Lauren Oliver's New York Times bestselling
Delirium series focuses on Alex, Lena's first love.
When Alex sacrificed himself to save Lena, he thought
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he was committing himself to certain death, but what
he got was almost worse. Imprisoned and tortured by
the guards, his mind forces him to relive a past he
would rather forget. But in the dark he grows
stronger. Both hopeful and terrified, he fights to find
his way back to her and the love he still clings to. In
this digital story that will appeal to fans of Delirium
and welcome new admirers to its world, readers will
learn of Alex's time after the events of Delirium, as
well as the dark past that he has tried to forget.

In Her Tracks
She thought she'd buried her past. But what if it's
been hunting her this whole time? From the
bestselling and award-winning author of The Marsh
King's Daughter comes a startling novel of
psychological suspense as two generations of sisters
try to unravel their tangled relationships between
nature and nurture, guilt and betrayal, love and evil.
You have been cut off from society for fifteen years,
shut away in a mental hospital in self-imposed exile
as punishment for the terrible thing you did when you
were a child. But what if nothing about your past is as
it seems? And if you didn't accidentally shoot and kill
your mother, then whoever did is still out there.
Waiting for you. For a decade and a half, Rachel
Cunningham has chosen to lock herself away in a
psychiatric facility, tortured by gaps in her memory
and the certainty that she is responsible for her
parents' deaths. But when she learns new details
about their murders, Rachel returns, in a quest for
answers, to the place where she once felt safest: her
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family's sprawling log cabin in the remote forests of
Michigan's Upper Peninsula. As Rachel begins to
uncover what really happened on the day her parents
were murdered, she learns--as her mother did years
earlier--that home can be a place of unspeakable evil,
and that the bond she shares with her sister might be
the most poisonous of all.

The First Family
Introduced in The Monkey's Raincoat, L.A. private eye
Elvis Cole has a smart mouth, a flair for martial arts, a
passion for truth, and a borderline sociopath for a
partner. When a ruthless hotel magnate hires Cole to
find a priceless Japanese manuscript, Cole heads into
a nest of notorious Yakuza in the heart of L.A.'s Little
Tokyo.

Damage Control
In this gripping, high-octane thriller by critically
acclaimed New York Times bestselling author Robert
Dugoni, a father takes the law into his own hands to
save his son, trapped in a juvenile detention center
from hell. Lawyer David Sloane is desperate to get
through to his troubled teenage son Jake. Still reeling
from the devastating loss of his mother in a brutal
murder, Jake has spiraled out of control and Sloane
has barely been able to keep him out of jail. So when
his old friend, detective Tom Molia, suggests that they
take their sons on a guys-only camping trip, Sloane
gratefully accepts. What Sloane imagines will be the
perfect excursion turns into a horrifying nightmare
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when the boys are arrested for vandalizing a general
store late at night while their fathers are asleep. The
next morning, before Sloane and Molia even realize
they’re gone, their sons are tried, convicted, and
sentenced by the presiding judge to six months in the
county wilderness detention camp, Fresh Start. For
the teenagers, a grueling physical and psychological
ordeal begins. As Sloane fights the conviction against
the boys, he discovers that local judge Earl Boykin’s
authority seems to extend far beyond the confines of
his courtroom. Meanwhile, on the inside, Jake is
forced to grow up quickly and soon learns the hard
way that this detention center has a very different
purpose than rehabilitating troubled youths. With
their legal options exhausted, Sloane and Molia will do
anything to save their sons—even mount a daring
rescue operation that could win the boys their
freedom . . . or cost all of them their lives.

The Red
"Motivated by the opportunity to obtain real justice
for her sister who disappeared twenty years ago,
Tracy became a homicide detective with the Seattle
PD. When her sister's remains are finally discovered
near their hometown in the northern Cascade
Mountains of Washington State, Tracy is determined
to get the answers she's been seeking"--

True Love at the Lonely Hearts Bookshop
A murdered ranch hand. An erratic lover. If she
doesn't uncover the killer, Maggie's body may be next
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on the dead pile. "Hutchins' Maggie is an irresistible
train wreck--you can't help but turn the page to see
what trouble she'll get herself into next." Robert
Dugoni, #1 Amazon Bestselling Author of My Sister's
Grave After Maggie Killian's junker business goes into
the shitter in Texas, the former alt-country rocker
packs up her vintage truck and rescue mutt for
Wyoming and a sexy reunion with her ex, Hank
Sibley. When she discovers Hank's foreman
unceremoniously dumped on the ranch's dead
pile--the repository for deceased livestock--deputies
look no further than the ranch for suspects, especially
the young Amish hand, Andy, who received a
battlefield promotion of sorts. Because the two have
bonded over his guitar lessons, Maggie worries about
Andy, even as she is struggling to resolve her
suddenly resurrecting musical past, the demolished
business in her present, and the complexity of a
future with a lover who has suffered from traumatic
brain injury since his bull riding days, his disapproving
sister, and his Alzheimer's-stricken mother. When
Andy is arrested and charged, Maggie refuses to
believe he can be guilty. She's willing to put it all on
the line to defend him, until the evidence she digs up
mounts against the one person she can't afford to
lose faith in. Dead Pile is the third standalone book in
a trilogy featuring sharp-tongued protagonist Maggie
Killian from the addictive What Doesn't Kill You
romantic mystery series. If you like nerve-racking
suspense, electric characters and relationships, and
juicy plot twists, then you'll love USA Today best seller
Pamela Fagan Hutchins' Silver Falchion Awardwinning series. ˃˃˃ See why Pamela wins contests and
makes best seller lists. USA Today Best Seller #1
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Amazon Best Seller Top 50 Amazon Romantic
Suspense and Mystery Author Silver Falchion for Best
Adult Mystery USA Best Book Awards Cross-Genre
Fiction Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award, Romance,
Quarter-finalist ˃˃˃ Once Upon A Romance calls
Hutchins an "up-and-coming powerhouse writer." If
you like Sandra Brown or Janet Evanovich, you will
love Pamela Fagan Hutchins. A former attorney and
native Texan, Pamela splits her time between
Nowheresville, Texas and the frozen north of
Snowheresville, Wyoming. ˃˃˃ The reviews are in, and
they're good. Very, very good. "Murder has never
been so much fun!" -- Christie Craig, New York Times
Best Seller "Maggie's gonna break your heart--one
way or another." -- Tara Scheyer, Grammy-nominated
musician, Long-Distance Sisters Book Club "Hutchins
nails that Wyoming scenery and captures the
atmosphere of the people there." -- Ken Oder, author
of The Judas Murders "You're guaranteed to love the
ride!" -- Kay Kendall, Silver Falchion Best Mystery
Winner ˃˃˃ Catch more adventures with Maggie and
her friends in the What Doesn't Kill You world. Scroll
up and grab your copy of Dead Pile today.

River Road
Brilliantly paced, witty, crackling with energy and
suspense, >Special Circumstances> is a phenomenal
thriller that introduces an electrifying new voice in
legal fiction.

Special Circumstances
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New York Times bestselling author Robert Dugoni
tackles hot-button issues in this riveting legal thriller
featuring attorney David Sloane. When a widow asks
Sloane to take her case against the military, Sloane
knows it's a lost cause but can't turn her down, even
if it puts his own life--and the lives of his family--in
dire jeopardy. Just minutes after winning a $1.6
million wrongful-death verdict, attorney David Sloane
confronts the one case that threatens to blemish his
unbeaten record in the courtroom. Beverly Ford wants
Sloane to sue the United States government and
military in the mysterious death of her husband,
James, a national guardsman killed in Iraq. While a
decades-old military doctrine might make Ford's case
impossible to win, Sloane, a former soldier himself, is
compelled to find justice for the widow and her four
children in what is certain to become the biggest
challenge of his career. With little hard evidence to go
on, Sloane calls on his friend, reclusive former CIA
agent turned private investigator Charles Jenkins, to
track down the other men serving with Ford the night
he died. Alarmingly, two of the four who returned
home alive didn't stay that way for long, and though
the mission's wheelchairbound commander now
works for a civilian contractor, he refuses to talk. The
final -- and youngest -- soldier is also the most
elusive, but he's their only shot at discovering the
truth -- if Sloane and Jenkins can keep him alive long
enough to tell it. Meanwhile, Sloane isn't the only one
on a manhunt. As he propels his case into a federal
courtroom, those seeking to hide the truth threaten
Sloane's family, forcing his new wife Tina and stepson
Jake into hiding, where they become the targets of a
relentless killer. Now Sloane must race to uncover
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what really happened on that fatal mission, not only
to bring justice to a family wronged but to keep
himself and the people closest to him from becoming
the next casualties.

A Steep Price
The last time homicide detective Tracy Crosswhite
was in Cedar Grove, it was to see her sister's killer put
behind bars. Now she's returned for a respite and the
chance to put her life back in order for herself, her
attorney husband, Dan, and their new daughter. But
tragic memories soon prove impossible to escape.

The Jury Master
FBI special agent Mercy Kilpatrick has been waiting
her whole life for disaster to strike. A prepper since
childhood, Mercy grew up living off the land--and off
the grid--in rural Eagle's Nest, Oregon. Until a
shocking tragedy tore her family apart and forced her
to leave home. Now a predator known as the cave
man is targeting the survivalists in her hometown,
murdering them in their homes, stealing huge
numbers of weapons, and creating federal suspicion
of a possible domestic terrorism event. But the crime
scene details are eerily familiar to an unsolved
mystery from Mercy's past. Sent by the FBI to assist
local law enforcement, Mercy returns to Eagle's Nest
to face the family who shunned her while maintaining
the facade of a law-abiding citizen. There, she meets
police chief Truman Daly, whose uncle was the cave
man's latest victim. He sees the survivalist side of her
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that she desperately tries to hide, but if she lets him
get close enough to learn her secret, she might not
survive the fallout

The Eighth Sister
In this true story of a horrific environmental crime,
written by an EPA Special Agent, a brave young man
suffers severe brain damage after being pulled from a
poison-saturated 25,000-gallon storage tank. of
photos.

Her Final Breath
"Dugoni centers a high-speed murder mystery around
infidelity and jealousy . . . the plot twists keep the
pages turning." - Kirkus "Fast-movingwill surprise
even seasoned thriller readers." -Publishers Weekly
Attorney Dana Hill is used to managing a stressful life:
she's one of the most successful lawyers at Strong &
Thurmond, mother to a young daughter, wife to a
busy, self-involved man. But when she is diagnosed
with breast cancer, and her twin brother turns up
beaten to death in an apparent robbery-gone-wrong
in the same week, the careful balance of Dana's life is
sent into flux. Agreeing with the police that this is
more than just a simple botched burglary, she begins
to sift through the pieces of her brother's life, a life
she thought she knew as well as her own, to find out
who would want him dead and why. But bad things
happen in threes, her mother has told her. When
Dana discovers her husband cheating, she throws
herself headlong into the investigation. Delaying
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cancer treatment, she teams with an intuitive
detective to find the link between a one-of-a-kind
earring found in her brother's bedroom and a
mysterious girlfriend no one seems to be able to
identify. But those connected to the murder are
beginning to turn up dead, the evidence trail is
growing cold and someone is masquerading as a
police officer, cleaning up the details as they go
along.

Stalking the Angel
From New York Times bestselling author of the
acclaimed McCabe and Savage series comes an
electrifying new thriller of taut and twisted suspense.
On a freezing December night, Hannah Reindel leaps
to her death from an old railway bridge into the
rushing waters of the river below. Yet the real cause
of death was trauma suffered twelve years earlier
when Hannah was plucked from a crowd of freshman
girls at a college fraternity party, drugged, and then
viciously assaulted by six members of the college
football team. Those responsible have never faced or
feared justice. Until now. A month after Hannah’s
death, Joshua Thorne—former Holden College
quarterback and now a Wall Street millionaire—is
found murdered, his body bound to a bed and brutally
mutilated. When a second attacker dies in mysterious
circumstances, detectives Mike McCabe and Maggie
Savage know they must find the killer before more of
Hannah’s attackers are executed. But they soon
realize, these murders may not be simple acts of
revenge, but something far more sinister. The Girl on
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the Bridge is a compelling and harrowing tale of
suspense that once read will not easily be forgotten.

The Extraordinary Life of Sam Hell
From internationally bestselling author Amy Stuart
comes a “dark and deliciously disturbing” (Publishers
Weekly) novel about one woman’s search for answers
when another woman goes missing from a desperate,
drug-addled mountain town where everyone is
implicated in her disappearance. What happens when
you vanish from your life and leave no story behind?
Someone makes one up for you. Clare is on the run.
From her past, from her husband, and from her own
secrets. When she turns up alone in the remote
mining town of Blackmore asking questions about
Shayna Fowles, a young woman who has gone
missing, everyone wants to know who Clare really is
and what she’s hiding. Because everyone in this place
has secrets—Jared, Shayna’s mysterious ex-husband;
Charlie, the charming drug pusher; Derek, Shayna’s
overly involved family doctor; and Louise and Wilfred,
her distraught parents. As Clare unravels the
mysteries surrounding Shayna’s disappearance, Clare
must confront her own demons, as she moves deeper
and deeper into her elaborate web of lies. But what is
she really running from? Haunting and electrifying,
Still Mine is a thriller that is “impossible to put down”
(Robert Dugoni, New York Times bestselling author of
My Sister’s Grave).

The Trapped Girl
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"Hazard notice: contains military grade
profantiy"--Back cover.

Forgotten Love
A year after the murder of his wife, attorney David
Sloane reconnects with former adversary Barclay
Reid, who, upon losing her daughter to a drug
overdose, has launched a campaign against Russian
drug trafficking, only to be accused of murdering a
dealer.

Her Mother's Grave
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "John Grisham, move
overA riveting tale of murder, treachery, and
skullduggery at the highest levels." - Seattle Times In
a courtroom, David Sloane can grab a jury and make
it dance. He can read jurors' expressions, feel their
emotions, know their thoughts. With this remarkable
ability, Sloane gets juries to believe the unbelievable,
excuse the inexcusable, and return the most
astonishing verdicts. The only barrier to Sloane's
professional success is his conscience -- until he gets
a call from a man later found dead, and his life
rockets out of control.

Livia Lone
In a cottage high atop Llanfair Mountain, sixteen-yearold Clara lives with her sister, Maren, and guardian
Auntie. By day, they gather herbs for Auntie s healing
potions. By night, Auntie spins tales of faraway lands
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and wicked fairies. Clara s favorite story tells of three
orphan infants Clara, who was brought to Auntie by a
stork; Maren, who arrived in a seashell; and their best
friend, O Neill, who was found beneath an apple tree.
One day, Clara discovers shimmering scales just
beneath her sister s skin. She realizes that Maren is
becoming a mermaid and knows that no mermaid can
survive on land. Desperate to save her, Clara and O
Neill place the mermaid-girl in their gypsy wagon and
set out for the sea. But no road is straight, and the
trio encounters trouble around every bend. Ensnared
by an evil troupe of traveling performers, Clara and O
Neill must find a way to save themselves and the everweakening mermaid.
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